SARLUTION
We make subject access requests simple

Our Case Management platform shows you
where you are with your access request cases and
progression to completion - with ease.
Privacy – Data Protection Just Got Easier

We don’t know where to start –
SARs can be massive in size

Why spend days when you can process access
requests in minutes?

Many systems, departments, processes, people and business
units will be involved when fulfilling a subject access request.
For many organisations the solution to date starts with an
email to line management, followed by a huge amount of
printed content to be reviewed and collated before being
dispatched by courier in a couple of boxes to the individual.

Exonar now offer an easier way to deal with access requests –
use technology.

What’s all the fuss about?

Build an index of all
of your information
and make it instantly
searchable by
connecting to your
customer data;
emails, databases,
word documents and
spreadsheets, in
your file shares or
in the cloud.

The UK’s Data Protection Act was superseded in May 2018.
The new EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) will
give citizens more control of their data. Organisations need to
reverse their traditional view of how they handle and process
customer and employee information. The individual rather than
the organisation is now in control courtesy of the following rights:
The right to be informed – The right of access – The right to
rectification – The right to erasure – The right to restrict processing
– The right to data portability – The right to object and Rights in
relation to automated decision making and profiling. A number of
these involve considerable time, effort, energy and cost.

In our recent survey 57% of individuals
said they would want to request their
data once there is no longer a cost.
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We know how expensive and disruptive access requests can
be to your organisation. The Exonar platform is automated
and intuitive, providing rapid processing of these requests.

We use Machine learning to help you find all of the right
information that you need whilst managing and tracking your
access requests progress online.

The Exonar SARlution gives you Easy Processing - The platform allows you to process, redact and
produce access requests directly.
Simple Dashboard - Our dashboard gives you a complete
overview of where you are with cases including detailed reporting
and insight into bottlenecks.
Easy Templates - Easy to create templates allow untrained users
to instantly find information related to an individual.
Document Drill-down - Documents can be easily reviewed
without the need to access the originals.
Redaction & Remediation - Machine learning identifies and
redacts all personal and commercial information for remediation.
• Discover your most sensitive, valuable and personal information.
• Understand exactly what it contains and where it is to create
a clear information inventory.
• Act to bring it into policy quickly and monitor it accurately
thereafter.
We use indexing - not scanning - to deliver instant results and
iterative queries. Our machine learning understands what’s
important, where it is and who has access to it to save you time. Our
platform operates in near real-time - so once you’ve completed an
initial audit, simply switch to monitor and maintain mode with alerts
and integrations to your other information management platforms.

Find & Fix Your Data

Understand & manage information
instantly, simply, at scale.
Exonar solves a problem common to all organisations
and their information owners, “I just don’t know what
I’ve got”.
Plug Exonar into your network to instantly discover:
Confidential documents | Duplicate files | Employment contracts
Encryption keys | Personal data | Passwords ... whatever you
need to find.
Achieve successful:
Compliance with regulations such as GDPR | Right of access
request processing | Information security & governance
Risk management | Document retention | Cloud migration
and governance.
Connect to a range of data sources:
Windows | SharePoint | Exchange | Office 365 | OneDrive
Databases and business systems.

Connecting Exonar to your network is simple and
our dashboards are easy to use. Once installed, our
crawlers will begin to index your data and deliver
results on the same day.
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For a demo or free trial visit
sarlution.com / exonar.com

